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A CHARACTERIZATION OF PARALLEL OVALOIDS

DIMITRI KOUTROUFIOTIS

ABSTRACT. Two ovaloids S, S can be mapped diffeomorphically onto

each other by equal inner normals. If, under this mapping, principal direc-

tions are preserved and

-i   r-i
'2[(p-p)- (ck~l - k-1 )][(p - p)_ (ck2l - k -1 )] < 0

everywhere on the unit sphere for a certain constant  c,  then   c = 1   and

p — p — constant.   Here  p, p   are the support functions,  It.   and  /c     the

principal curvatures of  S,  k .   and  k~  the corresponding principal curva-

tures of S.  Various characterizations of the sphere are obtained as corol-

laries.

—   «3
Consider two smooth ovaloids  S, S   in  E    mapped diffeomorphically on-

to each other by equal inner (unit) normals.   We impose the condition that,

under this mapping, at every point of S,  some pair of principal directions is

mapped onto a pair of principal directions at the image point on  5 .   This

condition holds, for example, if one of the two ovaloids is a sphere, or for

pairs of ovaloids which are surfaces of revolution and have parallel axes of

rotation.   Ovaloids which are parallel in the classical sense furnish "trivial1"

examples of such mappings.   In the sequel we shall prove a sufficient condi-

tion, involving the support functions and the principal curvatures, for such a

mapping to be trivial in this sense.   As special cases we shall obtain some

known characterizations of the sphere and some others which would appear

new.

1.  Calculus on the unit sphere.  Let  2 be the unit sphere in  E   , cen-

tered at the origin.   We denote its standard metric with respect to parameters

(u  , u ) by n.,du du    (the summation convention will be used throughout).

We introduce the discriminant tensor  e    :
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11        22      „ 12 21        /, s-y2
e    =f    =0,        e     =-(     =(det72.,)

„        ,      . ik , ik iakß
For the inverse tensor 72      we have:   72     — e   e    naß'

If / is a real-valued function of class   C     on   S,  its second covariant

derivatives with respect to the standard metric of  2 are defined by

V      / d2/ p;       df
ik'     \ i '. fe        ¿/fe -, y '

dz/ díV da

the  T7,   being the Christoffel symbols of the second kind.   We define ¥lkf -

iakß
e   e    V „/".

°ß _ 2

If /, /   are both of class  C    on  S, the inner product of their gradients

will be denoted by

37    -,7-
ÜÍ/  T\ _ „i* d'    d'

We write  A  / = V(/, /).  Note that

(1.1) A1(/-/-) = AI/+A1/--2V(/,/-).

The Laplace-Beltrami operator A„  is defined by  Aj = 72    V., /•
2 '      2' ik

In addition, we introduce the invariant operator

A22(/,/) = V^/.V.fe/=A22(/,/),

and write in classical notation

A22/=MA22(/,/)=(detVz.fe/)(det72^).

Finally, we define

M[f, n » A22(/» T) + fAj + jA2f + 2/7".

Note that

(1.2) M[f, 1] = A2/+2/.

Green's first formula on  S reads:

(1-3) f   Nif,T) + TA2f]do> = 0,

where  dcú is the element of area of  2.

If /, /, h ate any three   C    functions on   S,  it is a standard result from

Minkowski's theory of mixed volumes that
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L hM[f,J]doj = (   jN\j,hU(ù.

See [4, p. 244] for a proof.   Setting h = 1  and using (1.2) and (1.3) we obtain

the formula

(1.4) fz   M[f, T] do = J   [2/7 - V(/, /")]da.

2. The support function.  Let S be a compact, connected surface of

3   - 3        •
class  C    in  F  ,  with Gaussian curvature   K> 0 everywhere, an ovaloid in

short.   The orientation of S will always be chosen so that the (unit) normal

n  points towards the interior of S. Then the mean curvature   77 and the prin-

cipal curvatures  &,, k2  will be positive throughout.

The support function of S,  in fixed position with respect to a fixed co-

ordinate system, is defined by  p = -x • n,  where  x is the position vector of

a point on S and  n  is the normal at that point.   Since the spherical image

mapping of S is one-to-one onto  S,  we may view  pasa function on  S : p =

pin).

Let  idx)   = g.,dudu    be the first fundamental form of S, —dx • dn ~

l.,du du    the second and  idn)   = n.,duldu    the third.   They are related by

(2.1) nik = -Kg     +2HI
ZK Ik. lk

Differentiating the defining equation for p twice, we obtain

(2.2) /    =
d2p d2n

ik     dJdu* duiduk '

The Gauss equations for  S read:

(2.3) dn    ,P--B,n.

du{duk du7

Combining (2.2) and (2.3), we obtain

(2.4) f»-VA* + P*«-

If we substitute for the   /      in   K~   = (det Z.,)(det tz    ) their expressions

from (2.4), we obtain after an easy computation

(2.5) K"1 = V,M[p, p\

ik
The mean curvature is given by 277 = I{kgl . Combining this with (2.1) we

get  277K"   = L,nl  . Substituting in this last equation for the   /..   their ex-
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pressions from (2.4), we obtain

(2.6) 2HK-1 = A2P + 2p.

Let A  denote the total surface area of S.   From (1.3) and (2.6) we deduce

(2.7) f  ip2 - Y2A,p)dw= f   pHK~ldeù = A.

Equations (2.5) and (2.6) are due to Weingarten.   Equation (2.7) is  due to

Minkowski.

3. The results.  Let the two surfaces S, S on E    be mapped diffeomor-

phically onto each other.  We may then refer them to the same parameters

iu  , u  )    so that corresponding points have the same parameter values.   If a

quantity at a point on 5  is denoted by a certain letter, the same quantity on

S   at the corresponding point will be denoted by the same letter barred.

S and  S are parallel if their position vectors satisfy everywhere x — x

= en,  c a constant, or, equivalently,   p - p = c.

We shall say that a diffeomorphism between S, S preserves principal

directions at the points P, P if there exist two pairs of distinct principal di-

rections, one at P and one at P, which correspond under this mapping. Note

that, according to this definition, if at least one of the points P, P is an um-

bilic, then the diffeomorphism in question certainly preserves principal direc-

tions there. If k. (i = 1, 2) is the curvature of a principal direction of P, k .

will denote the curvature of the corresponding principal direction at   P.

Lemma 1.   Let S, S   be oriented C    surfaces with positive Gaussian

curvature, mapped diffeomorphically onto each other by equal normals.  As-

sume that under this mapping principal directions are preserved at the normal

n„.   Then the following equation  is satisfied at n„:0 i o     i ' 0

(3.1) M[p,p]=l/k1k2 + l/k2k~i.

Proof.  Assume  kl > ¿y  From  k^ = H + y/H2 - K, k2 = H - VH2 - K we

obtain using (2.5) and (2.6):

j- = A2p + 2p + V(A2P)2 - 4A22p,      ~ = A2p + 2p - v(A2p)2 - 4A22/>,

and similar formulas for the second surface.   Now if we form the expression

on the right-hand side of (3.1) and compare it with the defining expression for

M[p, p], we see that it is sufficient to verify at  nQ the equation
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(3.2)    A pA-p-2A    ip,p)=±j(A2p)2 -4A7t yjiA2p)2 -4A27P,

the plus sign holding in case  k. > k    and the minus sign in case  k   < k  .

Since this last equation is invariant, we may simplify the verification by

choosing a particular coordinate system.   If both   PinQ), F(nQ) are umbilics,

choose any orthogonal parameter system  iu  , u  ) near   P(nQ);  if   P(n0) is not

umbilic, we choose a parameter system so that lines of curvature are parame-

ter lines.   In any case, we may assume that g=Z,2 = 0atn0.  We para-

metrize also S   near  F(n„) by  iu  , u  ) via our mapping.   Then   /]2 = 0 at

P(nQ) because by assumption and construction the parameter lines at   P(nQ)

are principal and hence conjugate.   Now S and  S   have a common third fun-

damental form  in .,) in these parameters near nQ, and from (2.1) we deduce

72      = 0 and hence g     = 0 at n  .  From (2.4) follows now that ^l2P = ^i2P

= 0 at nfi. We may further assume without loss of generality and without af-

fecting the preceding equations that  w      = «22 = 1   at n  ;  namely Rodrigues'

formula along principal directions reads  dn + k-dx = 0,  so that a change of

scale   uiu), v(v) on the parameter lines at  n_  is all that is needed.   In these

parameters we now have at  nQ:

V'V + V-      A22p = Vip.V22p,
,    _,    „ „   _    „   _   „

A/ = Vi/ + V2/.      ^P^np-'^P-

A trivial computation now shows that the left-hand side of (3.2) equals

(3-3) (Vii?-V)(Vii?-V2 2^.

and the square root on the right-hand side equals the same expression,

though with absolute values.   Thus, it remains to be shown that the sign is

right.   From (2 A) we have

(v11p-v22,)(vip_v22p) = (/n-/22)(ril-r22) « „„.

Now, by our choice of parameters,  k . = l..g~.   and  k . = l.JsT.    at  n„.  Fur-
' r i n   n _ i n° 11 0

thermore, by Rodrigues' formula,   I = k .g .. = k . g~..   (z = 1, 2),  therefore
' zz

7"-li

^i-w^i-w^r-^^r-^1).
which is nonnegative if  k1 > k2 and nonpositive if &    < k  .
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Lemma 2.   Let S, S   be  C    ovaloids oriented by interior normals.  As-

sume that, under the mapping of S onto S   by equal normals, principal direc-

tions are preserved at every point.   Then, for any constant c,

L
(3.4)

(P-P) -vt-t)]H-(t-t); dco

= \  [A(p-p)dco + (c-l)2A.

Proof.  We multiply out the integrand on the left and use the formulae

(2.5) and (2.6) and Lemma 1; we obtain

J

j (p-p)2dco+ C— J M[p,p]dco + - j M[p,p]doj-c j M[p,p]dco

-c j p(A2P + 2p)dco - j p(A2f + 2p)dco + fp(A2P~ + 2p)dco

+ c j p(A2P + 2p)doj.

Using (1.4) and (2.7), this reduces to

j (p- p)2doj + f [2pp - V(p, p)]doj + c2A - 2c A -A.

However, by (1.1)

fip - P)2 dco + j [2pp - V(p, p)]dco = A + A + i- f Aj(p - p)dco,

which proves the lemma.

The right-hand side of (3.4) is nonnegative and zero if and only if c = 1

and  p - p = constant, therefore

-i —

Theorem 1.  Assume that the mapping of the  C     ovaloids S, S   by equal

interior normals preserves principal directions everywhere.   If, in addition,

for a certain constant  c,

(3.5) (p-p) (t-*--fe-*°everywhere,

then c = 1   and S, S   are parallel.

In particular, we may take  S   to be any sphere with center at the origin.

Then ~p = k~l = k'1  and we obtain R. Schneider's theorem [l] in the case

of  C    ovaloids with strictly positive curvature:   if on such a surface  S we
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have  ip - ck~)ip - ck~ ) < 0 everywhere, then  c = 1   and  S  is a sphere cen-

tered at the origin.   As shown by Schneider, this last result yields various

characterizations of the sphere due to Nakajima, Blaschke, Grotemeyer and

involving relations between  pk,   and  pk?.  For characterizations of the

sphere involving the curvatures   77 and   K and the support function consult

[2] and [3].

In the same vein as in [l] we have

Theorem 2.   Let  Fix, y) be a real-valued function, defined on the whole

ix, y)-plane, which is monotonie in the same sense in both arguments and not

constant on any open set.   Let the mapping between the  C    ovaloids S, S by

equal normals preserve principal directions.   If, for some constant c.

everywhere on the unit sphere, then c = 1  and S, S   are parallel.

Proof.  From the assumptions on F it follows that we cannot have on S

[ip -p)- ick~l - k-l)][ip -P)- ick-1 - If )] > 0

at any point, for if, say  p — ck~   > p~ — k~   and  p — ck~  > "p — k~    some-

where, then  Fix, y) would be constant for all  ix, y) with  ~p — k7   < x < p —

ck~.  , p — k~ <y<p— ck~ .  Therefore, (3.5) holds and Theorem 1 is appli-

cable.

Theorem 3.   Let Fix, y) be defined on the whole  ix, y)-plane, be mono-

tonic in the same sense in both arguments and not identically zero on any

open set.   If, for a certain  C    ovaloid S we have

Fip - l/kx, P - 1A2) = 0    identically on S,

then S  is a sphere centered at the origin.

Proof. Take an umbilic A7 on S; let piN) - k~liN) = piN) - k^iN) = y.

Then Fiy, y) = 0. Take now as S a sphere of radius p = R centered at the

origin, and a constant  c satisfying  7?(l - c) = y.  Then

Fip - 1/A,. P - l/k2) = Fip -Rc,p- Re)

and Theorem 2 is applicable.  Therefore  S  is a sphere centered at the origin

and  p = k~l= k~l
L
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Note that no smoothness assumptions are made on   F.  As simple exam-

ples of Theorem 3, we may take for  F(x, y) the functions  x - c or y — c.

Thus, if p - k~  = c  or p - k~ - c on S, then c = 0 and S is a sphere cen-

tered at the origin.  By taking a general linear function for F we obtain:

if   p = c.&~   + c2^2    + C\   on   ^   W^tn   C1C2 > ^' Cl + C2 = *'   t'ien   Cî = C2 =^>

c    = 0 and S  is a sphere centered at the origin.
3
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